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The Early Days
Basic Training

HOW OFTEN, HOW LONG,
WHENAND WHERE
A young dog soon becomes tired mentally,

and when this happens the last thing you

should try to do is train him. Training
should be carried out only when your
dog is attentive and alert. First thing in
the morning is a good time because the
dog has rested well, and is keen to be out
and with you. Your own timetable of
work and home life may dictate the
times for training. Your dog will quickly
adapt to them, so if you are a nine-to-five
worker then one session in the morning
and one in the evening will be ideal. It is
more important that you do not overdo
the training, which should be little and
often. You should also avoid certain
times which may be uncomfortable or distracting for the dog. Don't train immediately after he has eaten his main meal,
nor in the heat of a summer's day, nor on
a very wet day, and especially not on a
very windy one. Windy days can make
your dog unresponsive, he can be a little
silly and rush about almost mindlessly.
The saying, 'You cannot get enough of
good
a
thing', is a little misleading when
training a dog. If your training is going
well, then you may be tempted to do
more than you should, with the result
that your dog in the end will probably do
something wrong. Putting the dog back
into the kennel or taking it home on a

r

bad note is not a good idea, as he will
probably think about what has happened,
and a problem is created. Finish on a
good note. If you have set yourself a target of training for the day and the dog
does the training session well, then call it
a day while he is huppy and successful.
You will be surprised how well your dog
will remember that high point the next
time. If you create a failure during the
training session, even though you may
then do something simple to finish on a
good note, it does not have the same
positive mental stimulus that would come
from having had no failure at all. But
certainly, if things are going wrong and
your dog is having problems, do go back
a few steps and make sure that you end
on a successful exercise.

Before every training session, I allow
the dog a little free run so that he can
relieve himself. If he needs to answer the
calls of nature during a training session
you can bet that he is not totally concentrating on you. This initial'freedom' will
become a routine and many of my dogs
will relieve themselves to the words,
'Look sharp' - quite a useful piece of
training, particularly if you are away
from home territory and you want them
to do it in a specific place. This pretraining relaxation also allows you to
relax and be friends with your dog, so
that you can start training in the right
frame of mind. This session should not
-1
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degenerate to a 'letting

off steam, period

sensitivity that is dictated

bv the moon.
in the 6op9 .that it will make the dog Some trainers may say rharthis
is mumbomore tractable. It should onlv last for i jumbo, but I have had dogs
in particular
minute or two and the dog'should be that behave differently *h.n ihere
is a

under control and be with vou.
\fith a young dog, five- ro ten-minure
training sessions are usually enough. If

full moon.
Bitches corning into season or in season lnay react adversely to training, and,
these training sessions are parr of a ivalk,
apart from the problem of takinf them
then make sure that your dog is not too out, it is sometimes better to restrilt
their
tired before you carry them- out. I not training
you may be
this
time.
only like a pre-training relaxarion ses- surprised-during
how much of a difference your
sion, but also a post-training one, just to bitch's first season brings about.
In some
show the dog I am pleased ind to'let us bitches it can bring about a growth
in
reaffirm our friendship. This does nor maturity and a keenness to learn.
in
mean that we have not been friends others the complete opposite.
Watch
during the training sessions, but we have y.our bitch for changes and be
ready to
both been (or should have been) concen- change your traininf approach if
necestrating, which can create pressure and sary.
stress. So a short walk with a half-time
You will need ro vary the ground
training session can provide the ideal where you carry out your trairiing
to
mix of 'freedom', fun and training.
accustom your dog to the differenr rypes
Training should never be cariied out of country and obsiacle he will encounrer.
where or when there are distractions. As But when y9u first start, your
back garobedience develops and the bond be- den and other easily accessible
pla"ces,
tween you strengthens, then distractions guch as a quiet park or playing
field, wili
should create fewer problems, but avoid be ideal. Even indoori, ; lot
of basic
,h..T. initially. Game scent for a young training can be done and good habits
can
well-bred working gundog can be to5 be created. Once you progress
to
the
much of a remptarion. buring these more advanced lessons, then woodlands.
training.times, yatch your dog for signs water, bramble, bracken and
other cover
of boredom or behaviour whiih
iot will be necessary. You will need ro vary
"..so be the training place to some extent
normal. Dogs have off-days like us,
because
sympathetic and stop the training for otherwise your dog will perform
well in
that session. I have alio found that logr' grly the. one place. As soon as
rhe trainsenses, which are more highly tuned thin lng envlronment
is changed, your dog
ours, pick up 'atmospheres,. This can will react differently. Many people
wh6
make them sensitive, even ,j,r*py'. attend training classes have been heard
Noises we do not hear, smells alien'to to comment that their dog
never does
their noses, vibrations we do not feel
that
at
home!
Initially,
you
*ill
progress
there are many different stimuli that quicker if you- are alone with
ihe dog,
dogs notice and react to. Again, don't free from any- distractions,
but as the do"g
train where this is happening; moue to a develops and learns the basics
he wiil
different training arei or leave off train- gail from being amongsr other
dogs,
ing for the day. I do not think that it is such as at a training clasJ. Also,
after t"he
my imagination that some dogs have a basic exercises have been learnt. you
and
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Put your dog in a position where he does things right. Here a narro!\'
path between two hedges has been used to channel a young retriever up
to her handler with the dummy.

your dog will benefit more, eventually,
from having a knowledgeable or welltrained friend who will throw dummies
and help you set up other exercises.
'Sfhen

out training your dog, try very
hard to put him in the position where he
is doing right. The right place, the right
time, the right mood (for both of you),
and the right amount of training done
with a positive approach. Err on the side
of your dog when things are not going
right, and think what the reason could
be for problems occurring. Many times
the fault could be yours.

THE BASIC COMMANDS
The secret of giving commands well is to
keep them short, clear and consistent, in
a tone appropriate to the command and
situation. You have been using particular
words all your life which have a meaning
and come naturally, so why not continue
using those words? I have listed the words
that I use, but if you wish to use 'Hup' or
'Down' instead of 'Sit' then do so. Just
because 'Hr'rp' is the word traditionally
used for spaniels it does not automatically
work. Consistency is important; use the
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same word for the same command and every-day life, others,
one at a time in
do not lose it in _a string of words. ,\)7hy association with a training
exercise.
don't y.ou s_it, damn ybu!' means very
It is also advisable when naming your
little other than an angry rone. Dogs arL d.og to abide by the two-syllable
ruje and
fairly good at deciphering words irt i.t if you have two dogs .rot
to name them
are similar, but it is better if you can use where the flow of
the word and vowel
dissimilar words for the various com- sounds can be confused, e.g.
Moppy,
mands; also, it is better if the commands
Holly.
appear
to
recogniie
loppy,
-Dogs
can have two distinct sounds, such as the
vowels and the rhythm of wordi but
two syllables, with the emphasis on the do not hear the consonants.
second one. Some of the commands.
I would recommend the following
such as 'No !', rvill be learnt during basic commands:

Meaning

Command

Whistle/Action

Sitting the dog

'Sit'

One long whistle blast.
Raised open hand (like
policeman).

Stay where you are

Calling the dog up ro you

a

'Stay'

Raised open hand.

'Dog's name'

Multiple pips on whistle.
Arms out-stretched
(welcomi.g).

andior'Here'
Sending for a seen retrieve

'Fetch

Casting for unseen retrieve and
sending away from you

'Get out'

To get dog hunting
To start a spaniel hunting

'Hi lost'

it'

'Seek on'

To turn a hunting spaniel

Indicate direction with arm.
Indicate direction with arm.

Click fingers and cast across
body.

Two pips on whistle and
show new direction with
hand.

To forget flushed game or game
shot at and missed

To walk alongside you
To jump or cross any obstacle
such as a fence, ditch, river, wall.
To get into cover or car
To stop what the dog is doing
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'Leave it'or
'Gone away'

'Heel'

Slap the side of your thigh.

'Get Over'
'Get in'

'No'

Point with hand.

The Early Days

The aim of the command is to communicate and direct and should therefore be
given with the correct tone. Give your
commands quietly; you can always raise
the volume or increase the severity later
but if you start at full blast you can never
increase it. I also feel that your dog hears
a lot more than you credit it for, and by
keeping the volume down the dog will be
concentrating on you that much more,
so that he does not miss what you are
asking him to do. The whistle should be
used in the same way as the voice,'playing' it just enough to communicate your
wishes. The tone of your whistle will
communicate as much as the tone in
your voice.

BASIC EXERCISES
Sitting
Sitting is the mainstay of any training
that we are going to do. If you can get
your dog to sit at any time to the different commands or actions that demand
it, you can maintain the control that is
essential to good gundog handling. During training you need to obtain the 'sit'
to verbal command, whistle command,
hand signal, thrown dummy, shot and,
later, flushing game. The sit command
must be thoroughly taught to your dog if
it is to be an immediate action when the
situation demands it. It should become
an instant reaction which the dog does
not really think about. \With this particular aim you cannot start soon enough
with the sit command, and once this has
been mastered, 'Stay' and concentration
on you for other exercises come more
easily.

Once you can stop your dog, you can
prevent him getting into trouble, calm
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him down, get his attention and prepare
him for the next action. So spend time on
obtaining the sit as a prompt response.
The word 'Stay' should then be superfluous, as 'Sit' means sit until told to do
something else. However, being human,
the word 'Stay' has a meaning in our
minds and therefore we tend to use it
without thinking. Provided that you are
consistent in the way you use these
words, no problems should arise.
'When you get your puppy the two
things which it will enjoy most are eating
and playing. You can start to introduce
the word 'Sit' in order to gain the reaction required in association with these
enjoyable times. When you take the puppy
its food, hold the dish up high so that the
puppy looks up, and push its backside
gently onto the floor, saying'Sit'. Once it
has sat even for the shortest of times put
the food down. Very quickly your puppy
will learn that when the food bowl comes
in, if it sits, it will get the food quicker.
You are developing more than one habit
in this action. Firstly, you are getting the
puppy to sit, secondly, it is beginning to
watch your hand and learning the raised
hand 'Sit' signal, and, perhaps more
important, it is getting to know you as a
provider and leader. Initially, you can
expect the pup to wriggle about and try
to escape from your hand pushing it into
the 'sit' position, but don't worry and
don't get aggressive, the pup will quickly
learn.

I

have been surprised how quickly
pups learn to sit without even being
shown by pushing them down. I remember once taking on two puppies from a
litter which, with both hands full of
dinner and two puppies to make sit,
created a difficulty in carrying out the
initial sitting operation. In this situation
I held the bowls up high and said 'Sit'.
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Make your dogs sit before giving them their food
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Place one hand under the dog's chin, holding the head up and firmly but
gently push the rear onto the floor - 'Sit'.

After a while the pups were unsure about
what was happening and actually sat to
puzzle out the situation. As soon as that
happened the food wenr down. It did not
take long before two small puppies sar
waiting as I went in with the food.
To extend the sitting rime, hold the
puppy's backside down that little bit
longer each time, not releasing it to eat
until you have given the signal that it
can. I usually 'click' my fingers and say
'Dinner', you may use other words but
remember to be consistent. You will
80

soon be able to release genrly the hold on
the pup who will not move until you give
the appropriate signal. Not only are you
now getting the 'sit', but also the 'stay'is

being developed. Your pup is waiting
for command, controlling its srrongesr
desires and looking to you increasingly
as a leader.

The chain of learning can now be
brought to play. Once the pup has mastered the art of sitting and waiting to the
spoken word you can combine it with
the raised hand (policeman style). This is

7-he

an extension of the raised dinner bowl,
and if you transfer the bowl to the hand
that is not raised you will probably find
that the pup will still continue to watch
your raised hand because that habit has
been imparted. In a short space of time
you should notice your pup sitting to the
raised hand signal given with no verbal
command. You now have a firm foundation on which to build all the'sit'stimuli.
You can now extend the sit command
to places away from the dinner area and
where food is not present. When out in
the garden or around you in the house,
make sure the puppy is close to you and
give the command 'Sit'. lf it does not
respond, push the backside gently but
firmly to the floor and praise immediately
it happens. Reinforce it with 'Stay' and
gradually increase the time the pup is
expected to sit in one position. Just because your puppy sits for its dinner to
the command, do not expect it to sit at
any other time. If it does, consider that
a bonus. But the habit will be 'rooted' and
growing from the dinner-bowl exercise.
Try not to expect too much of your
pup to start with by commanding it to sit
when it is a distance away from you. If
you shout and stamp your foot you are
more likely to end up with a cowering pup.
Build up the sitting distance gradually.
Introducing the 'sit' whistle is again an
extension of the previous exercises. Before you say 'Sit', blow one long blast not too loudly - and raise your hand.
fhe raised hand command rnay get the
desired response, the whistle having
caught the puppy's attention. If it does
not sit, then the verbal sit command
should bring about the desired result.
This chain of learning will result in your
puppy sittir-rg to the whistle as it looks to
you for reinforcement of the command
which will come from a hand signal.

Early Days -- Basic T'raining

If at any time you find that your puppy
is resisting you or seems confused, don't
panic or get'hot under the collar', but go
back to the exercises that were successful
and build in slower stages. This exercise
can be a little dull, so try to keep it
interesting and enjoyable by the tone of
your voice, and praise when done well.
Staying

To some extent in the sit exercise you
will have developed the stay command.
You may feel comfortable saying 'Sit stay' or just 'Sit', not expecting the dog
to move until commanded. It doesn't
really matter; what is important is that
you should be able to get your dog to
rernain in one place for quite a long time
even though you may be out of sight. I
have never found the need to develop the
dog's 'stay' command for longer than
fifteen minutes but I have friends who
leave their dog in one place while they go
fishing for hours. fhe dog's trust and
belief in his owner and that he will turn
up again is amazing to me in these
situations. But it proves that a dog can
be trained to wait for a considerable
period of tirne.
Once you have trained your dog to sit
and stay sitting, stand in front of the dog
with your arm raised, say 'Sit', and take
a step backwards. With many dogs this
is the cue they require to follow. If this
happens, pick the dog up gently with
your hands gripping either side of the
scruff of the neck, and say 'Sit', putting
him back in the original place. Do not
try to back away too far to begin with;
start with a srnall amount at a time,
gradually building up to considerable
distances. At first you may only be able
to takc one very srnall step backwards
before returning to reassure and praise
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the dog. Little by little, over a period of
time, build up the distance, always going
back to praise the dog. Returning ro rhe
dog is the secret of steadiness, and does
not allow the dog to build a sense of
anticipation at being called. Occasionally
you can call the dog to you, but this
should be the exception rather than the
rule. If your dog moves forward even the
slightest amount, then calmly walk back
to him, lift him off the ground and take
him back to the original spot, emphasising 'Sit and stay' before moving away
agarn.
Some dogs, Cocker Spaniels

in particular, have the habit of crawling after

A clear sit hand signal together with eye
contact. Once the dog is confident and
steady you can then take steps backward

-'Stav'.

you as you back away. This can be quite
frustrating, to say the least. The only
solution is to persevere and not allorv the
dog to get away with disobeying. Some
do it in such an amusing fashion thar you
have to smile, which unfortunately reinforces the behaviour. So try not to be
amused and put on an act of firmness.
With this lesson, as with all others., concentration and quick reactions can pay
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Dogs sitting and staying while Guns ready themselves for the shoot.
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dividends. The moment the dog even
thinks about moving, say 'Sit', reinforcilg the command you have already
given, even moving towards the dog,
pushing your hand signal towards him
firmly. As the dog learns and matures
you should not have to repeat yourself,
but with a young dog it will help.
When you are able to walk a considerable distance from the dog and are confident that he will not move, you can then
set up situations where you disappear
from sight. Trees, walls, buildings and
hedges are good objects to move behind.
\falk around a large tree at first so that
you are only out of sight for a short
period of time. After a while, take a little
longer before reappearing from behind
the tree. Walk behind a hedge, as it is
advantageous if when you disappear in
the eyes of the dog, you can still keep
him in view. At the slightest movement
on the part of the dog you can then say
'No - sit!'. A good exercise is to leave the
dog in the.garden a1d go indoors where
you can view him from a window. An
upstairs window is an advantage because
very rarely will the dog look up and if he
moves, your command comes as quite a
surprise - how can you know what he is
doing if he cannot see you? It reinforces
this invisible link between yourself and
your dog who thinks that wherever he is,
you are still watching and in command.
So look for walls and fences with holes,
hedges with gaps and other. vanta.ge
points where you can use your ingenuity
to develop this particular skill in your
_
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one, sit your dog away from you and
then have a smoke, a drink or just watch
the world go by and enjoy being outdoors. The relaxation will be good for
both of you.

Stopping/sitting on the Whistle
at a Distance
You already have the dog sitting on
command and on the single blast of a
whistle at close distances, and you must
develop the ability to sit (or as the dog
gets older maybe just to stop) at a distance.

Only by stopping him and getting his
attention will you be able to give him
direction commands.
Build up the distance at which the dog
will sit on the whistle by degrees. Some
dogs will sit quite readily at distances,
others will have a distance at which they
will sit but over that they do their own
thing. Get your dog running around and
relaxing, then when he is close enough
for you to exert your influence, blow
your stop whistle and raise your hand.
\When he responds go up and praise him.
If he does not respond, reinforce the command with a harsh'Sit'and move towards
the dog. If you are still unsuccessful, then
you have not built the foundations strongly enough. Sitting and stopping is such a
negative action for a dog that you have
to try to make it into a positive one by
praise, and maybe following it by something pleasurable. Once your dog is
steady to the dummy being thrown, a
useful positive exercise is to throw a
dummy immediately he is sitting. If the
dog.
'$fhen you first start this exercise, a dog enjoys retrieving, then the quicker
minute seems a long, long time and the he sits the sooner he will have the pleasexercise a tedious one, but it is worth- ure of a retrieve. You will find that the
while and will pay dividends in the long dog does not have to be sent for every
run. To make it less boring for yourself, thrown dummy to view it as a pleasure,
stop on a walk where the view is a good and therefore the positive sitting reaction
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will be imparted. So certainiy do

not

send the dog for every thrown dummy,
the majority of the time fetch them yourself, commanding the dog to sray while
you do so. If you do send your dog too

often you will quickly develop running
in and an anricipation of future actioni
which will be difficult to eradicate.

Coming when called
Your dog must have the habit of coming
when called no matter what the situation
or other temptations. To achieve this, he
must realise that at the end of the return
to yourself there will be praise and pleasure. Once he associates a return with
punishment, you will never get the response you desire every time. The first
rule of getting a dog to come to you is
never to punish him when he returns, no
matter what he has been doing before.
With very young puppies that have
been used to following'mum'or sheltering in her protecion when there is a hint
of danger, there is very little problem in
getting them to respond. Generally, the
problem is that you will be falling over
them as you walk along because they are
keeping so close.
Take the opportunity of calling your
pup up to you regularly and then praising and playing with it. Don't be afraid
to pick the pup up and show it affection.
You are becoming the 'mum' and then

the leader, providing the security expected from the head of the family.

Call your pup with a high-pitched

its attention by clapping
your hands. Crouch or kneel down on
the ground and make your expression a
soft one by smiling or half closing your
eyes. Very young pups, I am sure do not
notice the expression, but as they get
older they will certainly read messages
voice,_ catching

Crouch down tapping the inside of your
thighs to encourage the dog in ro you.

from your face. So make them the right
If your pup is eager to join you
and runs into you, this is a benefit: you
can always steady down a good e"cited
return, but to overcome a casual or
nervous one is difficult. So encourage rhe
return right into your body. T"p the
inside of your thighs encouraging this
closeness. And show pleasure, priising
the pup for wanting to be with you.
Don't be in roo much of a hurry to get
the puppy to sit as it gers to you. A firm
'Sit', as it approaches you, can be offputting, and many will stand off or run
around their owner expecting the command. Get the returning habit really
embedded before moving on ro the sit as
it reaches you. With some pups you will
also find that they wer themselves with
excitement at greering you. This is nothing
to worry about providing you keep your
messages.
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I had
one little spaniel that was so keen on
returning he would jump up and then
run around my shoulders - he was
another one that wet himself with excitement, which was rather unfortunate for
shoes and trousers out of the way!

me.

One of your dog's natural instincts is
to chase, therefore if you find that the
pup is not returning to you, walk or run
in the opposite direction. Never run after
your dog unless you know you can
quickly overtake, or if you can stop him
with your voice. When you run after the
dog, then the chase is both of you running together and great fun it can appear
to be! By running in the opposite direction not only will your dog want to chase
after vou. but he will feel a sense of
insecurity and want to be with you. If
your dog is quite h"ppy to be by himself
and not follow, then you have got a real
problem, and will have difficulty becoming the centre of attention.
With dogs that are independent and
do not respond to the above tactic, I
sometimes find a titbit will work, or the
use of a long lead where I call the dog to
me and gently reel it in. I try to use titbits

I want the dog to come
because he wants me. not the food. If it
sparingly as

does work, gradually reduce the titbit
and give only occasionally until not given
at all.
Another method to which you may get
a quick response is to hide behind a tree,
or, if outin the country, take an alternative
path to the one that the dog is walking
freely down. Call the dog, and he will
notice that you have disappeared, creating the need to be with you.
With young puppies I introduce the
recall whistle by whistling a 'pip-pip'type morse-code pattern through my
teeth which can easily be transferred to
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the dog whistle in a multiple-pip recall
pattern. The whistle catches the dog's
attention much better than a voice, and
the high frequency seems to elicit an
improved response. You can then add
this to the sit and stay commands which
he has learnt. Sit your dog down, tell him
to stay, walk a distance away and, when
he is steady, give the multiple-pip recall
whistle. The first time you do this you
may find that he does not move, particularly if the sit and stay command has
been well learnt. But with a little encouragement you will succeed. It is important
at this stage not to build a natural reaction in the dog to return to you each time
he is told to sit and stay. This leads to
anticipation, which is a backward step.
Therefore, with a high percentage of the
sit and stay exercises, continue to return to
your dog, only calling him up occasionally
on the whistle.
To encourage your dog to come in
quickly to you, stretch your arms out
wide when you whistle, and as he comes
near tap the inside of your thighs as you
did when he was a pup, encouraging him
to snuggle up to you and place his head
upward to you.
Once he is coming in reliably and
speedily, you can then develop the sit.
On returning, gently push his backside
to the ground saying 'Sit', rubbing his
chest in a circular motion with the other
hand. This chest rubbing will tend to lift
the dog's head - a forerunner of the
good delivery. 'X/ith the sit and stay well
drilled it should be now quite a simple
progression to saying'Stay', upon which
the dog will calmly wait for the next
command.
As with every command, there should
be an immediate response. 'Here' should
mean now, not when you have finished
sniffing or when it suits you. If you allow
85
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a second, it will soon become a minute
and more. So if a young pllp ignores you,
attract its attention with even greater
effort. If an older dog ignores you, move
towards him, growl a warning ('\,X/hat do
you think you are doing?' will do - it's
the way you say it that matters), and as
soon as you get his attention, call him to
Iou, praising him as soon as he reaches
you.

The 'sit' and 'stay' and the 'come to
you' commands are the foundation of
your training. If you can stop your dog and
get him back to you, control is already

there and you have a solid base upon
which you can build.

Walking to Heel on and off the
Lead
Walking on a lead is one of the most
common functions any dog carries out,
and yet it is one that always seems to be
problematical, the main difficulty being
that the dog will get his shoulders behind

Fig 4
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Putting lead on

- dog on handler's left.

the lead and pull. The lead is an essential

tool to start your dog walking to heel
before advancing to no-slip (.ro lead)
retrieving. This is where your dog walks
to heel or sits at heel without a lead. I
also find attaching a lead to be a useful
way of putting the dog into neutral. He
should quickly learn that when he is on
the lead he will not be expected to carry
out normal gundog work and can therefore relax.
I don't teach my spaniels to walk to
heel until after I have developed a good,

keen hundng pattern. You may even
decide not to train your spaniel to walk
at heel because it isn't necessary, providing he will walk comfortably on the lead.
Some Guns, however, prefer spaniels
and use them as 'no-slip' retrievers, and
therefore heel training becomes essential.
Before serious heel training can commence you must accustom your puppy to
the lead. Some pups show little reaction
to the restriction of a lead while others
exhibit fear, annoyance and even anger
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at being constrained in this waY: The
first experience of a lead can change
some pups into bucking bronchos.
I personally prefer to use a soft rope

slip lead on a dog. To introduce it, I sit
wilh the puppy, keeping it calm, then

slip the leid over its head. Make sure the
lead is put on in such a manner that the
noose slackens when the pressure is released. If it is h"ppy being with you the
puppy will view this as some kind of
g"*i and may even want to chew the
lead. Don't worry about this; let the pup
become used to the feel of the lead and
understand that there is no danger from
it. Your young puppy should come when
called,, so move away holding the lead
and call the pup - it should follow with
the lead still on its neck. When it realises
it has this restriction it may start to resist;
stand sdll, let the pup calm down and

-
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at this, the pup will realise very quickly
that the -ost comfortable position if it is
on a lead is by the side of the 'boss'.
As soon as your dog begins to walk
comfortably o.n the_ lead you can concentrate on genlng the positioning right.
You can use many different aids to achieve
a close 'heel'. Narrow country paths will
keep the dog close to you' as will walking'along the side of a wall or a fence.
\(lith the dog between yourself and the
fence, you can concentrate on keeping
him from going forward or dragging
backwards.

A little 'square bashing', at first for

short periods bf dme and increased graduually, will develop your dog's ability and
also concentration. Walk along with him
by your side; if he pulls forward tap your
thigh and turn sharply to the light-, o.t dq
a complete about turn so that he is behind

to you. After a while it will you again. If he drags behind, tap yo-ur
understand that when it is on the lead inign ind encourage him up to you. Inthere is no pressure, providing it is close .t.it. the patterns that you make with

call

it

Lrp

bv'I'I
vour side.

you are right-handed you

should

now attempt to get your puppy walking
on your left-hand side. The handle on
your lead should be in your right hand,
and your left hand should act as a guide
for the lead down to the pup. If you are
left-handed do this the opposite way
round: handle in left hand, guide with
right hand and keep the puppy on youj
ri[ht hand side. Walk slowly forward,
encouraging it to follow. If your pup
enjoys being around and following you
without the lead, this should be relatively
easy, but be ready for a few 'battles' if it
decides that the lead is constraining. If
it runs ahead, stop and encourage it back
alongside you before walking on again.
If the puppy stops or pulls back, gently put
a little pressure on the lead encouraging it
to walk along with you. If you persevere

your dog af your side by turning left an-d
doittg complete about turns. If
right,
not concentrating, turn without
he is "ttd
warning and then tap your thigh - it will
encourage the dog to keep an eye on you.
Vary yout walking speed also during
these exercises, sometimes walking normally, other times fast, even trotting'
followed by slow walking. I have found
slow walking particularly beneficial'. as
the dog appears to pay more attentlon
and conce.ttrate on what you are doing.
When you stop, Bet him to sit. If the lead
is held'in youi right hand, you can slide
your left hand downwards and push the
dog's backside to the floor as you stop'
and say 'Sit'. It does take a bit of practic-e
to do ihis well and sometimes you will
find that your dog anticipates and moves
forward quicker than your hand can
push.
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Placing the lead over the dog's head.
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With lead held in right hand,, the left
hand can be used to euide the lead.

With lead behind the legs, the left hand can still
be used to control the lead or push the dog's
rear to the floor on the 'Sit'command.

A short sharp pull upwards if the dog moves
too far forward. The handler is also catching
the dog's attention with his voice.

Lead behind the legs, handler tapping thigh,
dog attentive and h"ppy.

89

Lead dropped across back of dog, direct
contact released.

Lead wrapped around dog's neck; handler
ready for any wrong movemenr.

Lead held in hand but not in contact with
d.rg

90

- total concentrarion

of handler.
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A useful method of training your dog
to walk correctly at heel is to have the
lead in your right hand but behind your
body rather than in front. Again, your
left hand can guide the lead, but if your
dog tends to. move forward, the lead
comes up against the back of your legs
and their movement actually gives the
dog a small pull backwards. I have also
found it easier using this position to
achieve the sitting when you stop. The
dog cannot move forward and your left
hand is relatively free, enabling it to push
the dog's backside to the ground. I suppose it goes without saying that if you

Go through the exercises, reacting quickly
to his every move. If successful for just a

short time, stop, sit the dog and praise
him. Let him play and be free for a short
period, then bring him in and do the heel
exercises again for a short period, followed by another period of praise, freedom and play. The dog will then look on
heel work as a pleasure: it is part of the
routine which precedes play and other
pleasurable occurrences, therefore it
becomes a pleasure itself.
If at any time your dog does become
sloppy and lacking in concentration at
heel, go back to the lead and reinforce
have a strong-pulling dog, this particular the good habits. Never be afraid of going
position can be difficult and uncomfort- over previous stages of training. Your
dog is not a robot but a living breathing
able ! It is a very useful exercise, howanimal with animal behaviour, so now
ever, for'fine tuning'.
Your dog should now be walking and again you have to remind him what
comfortably at heel on the lead, and is required.
The walking at heel is to prepare the
paying attention to what you are doing
and where you are going. You can now dog not only for walking to the peg but
start to release the physical contact you also for walking up game. If you are
have through the lead. As the dog is right-handed your gun will be in the
walking by your side, drop the lead crook of your right arm. Your dog is on
gently along his back so that you are no your left away from the gun and next to
'When
a bird is flushed
longer holding the lead but your dog is your free arm.
carrying it. You can let the lead hang and you stop to shoot, the dog shoulU
also stop and sit, awaiting your instrucloose, but some dogs are disturbed by
^
\Wrap
tions. Comfortable, reliable heel work
lead dragging between their legs.
it around the neck of your dog, tucking with a prompt sit when you go into
the end under the already wrapped lead, action is not only something to be proud
and continue with the exercises. Thus, of, and envied by others, but also is a
you will be maintaining a contact with very safe practice for you and the dog. I
the dog even though you are not holding have seen Guns who walk along with
the lead. You are creating a'mental lead' their dog fastened to their belt and in one
which will remain when the real lead is case it was fastened to the Gun's leg!
You can imagine the situations and danremoved.
gers
that arise when the dog is not steady
the
half-way
you
with
If
are successful
practice is adopted. Perhaps the
and
this
lead
off
the
the
exercise,
take
loose-lead
of this involves a certain Earl
worst
case
Your
full
concentration
dog completely.
pair
and
his
of Irish Setters that were
dog
because
the
required
for
this
be
will
will realise that he is loose and may attached to his braces. When he shot,
revert to sloppiness or running ahead. they both pulled, breaking off the but92
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tons on his trousers, and rushed off
together with his braces trailing behind!

Retrieving
If you have gone to the trouble of selecting a puppy from good working stock
that are natural retrievers, you can expect it to be a natural retriever as well.
Retrieving may start before you ever
begin to throw objects for the pup.Many
puppies I have had will naturally pick
up items such as sticks, slippers, leaves
and sometimes verv unsavourv items. If
your pup does this then b; pleased.
Don't tell it to drop the item, or snatch it
from the pup's mouth. Call the pup up to
Iou, praise it and leave the object in the
pup's mouth for a period of time before
saying 'Dead' or whatever your release
command is, and gently taking it from
the dog. If it is an acceptable object that
the pup is carrying I will often give it
'We
back to the pup.
are then sharing the
retrieve and a partnership is being
formed. If you take the object from the
pup's mouth and it then promptly disappears into your pocket or the rubbish
bin, the pup may quickly get the idea
that if it wants to keep something it
should not take it to you.
The first retrieves I give the pup consist

of something small and soft, such as a
rolled-up sock or piece of cloth. An old
leather glove is also a useful first retrieve,
it smells of you, is easy to pick up and

carry and will not hurt the puppy's
mouth. If your pup has been happily

picking up objects, carrying them about
and bringing them to you, it is better not
to let it chase a thrown object right from
the start. If it does not learn to chase.
then you will not have to cure it. If your
puppy shows no enthusiasm for picking
anything up and carrying it, you may

-
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need to tease the pup a little with a
retrieve before throwing the object and
encouraging the pup to run immediately
to pick it up. As soon as the pup begins
to pick-up and carry with a degree of
interest, hold it and do not allow it to
run in again. It should only retrieve
when you give the command and allow it
to do so.
It can be beneficial to have taught the
pup to sit and stay before yod begin
teaching the retrieve. In this way it will
wait once told to sit and stay before
being given the command to retrieve 'Fetch it'. It is more important, however,
that it returns to you willingly. The pup
can be easily restrained, by holding,
from running in to the thrown dummy,
but once it has the dummy in its mouth,
if it does not wish to return you may
have difficulties encouraging it up to
you. If it does not return to you, then the
way you handle that situation can make
a rod for your back for months, if not
years, to come.
I like to create a real interest in retrieving with my dogs and therefore do not
wait until they are fully steady to the sit
and stay. Start the retrieving habit at a
very young age when often, through
insecurity and a need to be with lou,
they return as soon as you call. Find an
area where they are a little restricted and
cannot run away from you. A narrow
pathway, a fenced-in corner of the garden, the hallway of your house, all are
ideal. It should be an area where the
pick-up surface is soft, such as short
grass or carpet. Hold the pup gently with
one of your arms while you kneel on the
floor, and, after showing the retrieve to
the pup and tempting it a little, throw
the dummy a short distance with the
other hand. The pup will probably wriggle to be free and chase the retrieve.
93
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Hold it for a few seconds and then window. If you went towards the dog he
release with the words 'Fetch it'. The would drop the retrieve there and then
moment the pup puts its head down and wait for you to pick it up and throw it
the mouth goes around the dummy call it once more. No amount of calling would
back with the high-pitched 'Come to convince the dog that you were the peryou' command. The call maY be 'PuP, son to whom the retrieve should be
pup, pup', or a shrill staccato whistle brought. I asked my friend if I could try,
ihiough the teeth, or the artificialwhistle,
but it- must be one the puppy responds
to. At an early age the pup will usually
return as soon as you attract its attention. If you restrict the pup to an area
such as a narrow passageway it cannot,
if it tries, Bet past you and you can guide
it to your body. Stroke the pup's chest,
praising it, and do not take the retrieve
immediately; let the pup hold on to it.
Then, saying 'Dead', ease the dummY
from the pup's mouth.
If everything goes well you now have
the basis on which to build the retrieving.
Some pups, though, will prove difficult.
The point to remember is never to lose
your patience, and not to worry if the
pup does not do things right first time.
By restricting the area you are overcoming the problem of the pup running away
with the retrieve. Try to avoid situations
which can cause difficulties. Your pup
will feel secure in its bed or kennel, and
many dogs, once they have Picked uP a
retrieve, will head for that areaof security.
If this is the case with yours, why not
take it well away from these attractions
to where the only recognisable piece of
security is the area close to you? When
this is not possible, why fight it? Sit in its
bed or in its kennel, and when it retrieves
to those places, you are waiting there to
share in the pleasure, and praise it.
visiting a friend who
I remember once 'When
you threw any
had a Weimaraner.
retrieve for the dog he would pick it and
then return to sit in one particular area
of a flower-bed under the sitting-room
94

and how much he would give me if I
could get the dog to retrieve to hand. He
was not so silly as to put money on it,
but felt it would be worth a drink. I
picked up the retrieve, sat the dog, threw
the retrieve and told him to fetch it. As
he was going out I moved over and
crouched in the flower-bed just back
frorn where he would always sit or stand
with the ball. Of course, he returned to
the flower-bed as usual where I was, I
praised and patted him and then took
the ball from his mouth. It sounds easy
and it was. I was accused of cheating,
but it got the desired result. The next
time I stood iust in front of the flowerbed blocking the dog's path and it worked
again. At this we stopped while I was
wlnning, but I am sure that with a little
perseverance, and a gradual move away
toIrom the flower-bed, a good natural
'Sfhat
achieved.
be
hand retrieve could
was wrong was that the owner was
attempting to overcome a weakness
instead of using it as a strength. He saw
the return to the flower-bed as a problem, when really by standing in front of
it, the dog made a perfect retrieve every
time and was developing a good up-tohand retrieving habit. In time, the owner
would be substituted for the flower-bed.
It doesn't always work that easilY
though, and you have to think creatively
of wiys to overcome the problems. With
a young pup, standing tall can be overpowering. Crouching down, sitting on
ihe floor or even laying down and letting
the pup run all over you with the retrieve
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in its mouth is much less imposing for it,
and encourages it to come back. Pups are
always inquisitive and far more confident of approaching low obiects. By
making yourself lower to the ground you
are much more interesting and fun to
return to.
As I mentioned previously, it is an
advantage if the pup will return willingly,
but some pups can be possessive and
when you do trust them with a little
more space they can run off with a
retrieve. The last thing to do is chase
after them. Catch their attention and run
in the opposite direction or disappear
behind a wall or a tree, maybe even lay
down in the long grass so that they have
to come looking for you. If you have a
puppy that does not want to return with
the retrieve, it may be better at that stage
to forget retrieving until the pup returns
reliably each time, without the dummy.
Luckily, with well-bred gundogs, it is
rare that they will not retrieve. I have
had one or two that have been reluctant,
but generally it is a case of finding what
they will carry and working from there. I
have had pups that will only carry a
piece of rag that they had been given at a
very early age dummies they will not
touch. So we started retrieving with the
rolled-up rag which was then tied to a
small dummy or put inside a sock so that
the smell of the rag was still present, and
progressed to the proper dummies by a
simple sequence of building on the dummy
and removing the rag.
One little Springer came in for training
who resisted all attempts to get him retrieving. I had managed through very
gentle handling to get him to hold objects
and carry them alongside me; but if
thrown, the dummies, rags, gloves, rabbit skins and cold game all received the
same cursory sniff and were then left.
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I had had the dog for a month and
was almost ready to give up when into
the next-door kennel arrived a Golden
Retriever who brought with him a yellow plastic bear toy. It was one of those
toys that had once held a squeaker, but
now, as the squeaker had been removed
for safety, contained only puffed an.
One day I was around the kennels and
noticed this young Springer laying on his
side reaching under the bars and scraping the yellow bear towards him. I went
and picked the toy up and took the
spaniel out of the kennel on to the pathway that led to the garden. I squeezed
the toy a couple of times in front of his
face, and then threw it into the garden
away from the kennel, and immediately
told him to fetch it. You can imagine my
delight when he went straight out, picked
it up and then came back along the path
to the kennel where I was waiting. I took
the toy from him and repeated the process, and again we got the desired result.
With lots of praise and fuss we returned
to the kennel. We did this little exercise
for two days and then attached a small
dummy to the toy, which again proved
successful. Then we took out the dummy
and the toy as two separate items. I
threw the toy first and with that success
under our belt, I threw the dummy by
itself, which was also retrieved. Very
quickly the spaniel learnt to retrieve the
dummies I threw and then moved on to
rabbit skins and cold game. \7hat had
seemed an impossibility for me had by
pure chance been solved. I do not know
what had caused the initial mental barrier, but it took that yellow toy to overcome it, and once that had been achieved
we were on a confident path to retrieving
the real thing.
There are techniques of force-retrieving
a dog. In America many trainers believe
95
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that this is the only way to obtain a perfect, reliable retriever. If your dog is not a
natural retriever, then it may be better to
let a trainer experienced at forced retrieving train your dog, because it can so
easily go wrong. I certainly do not like
the method, and prefer to bring out the
natural abilities of the dog rather than
make him do something against his will.
I have told the above stories of how
two dogs were encouraged to retrieve
not to show how clever these techniques
were, but to make you think about ways
to overcome some of the problems you
may encounter. Don't fight your dog if
he has a weakness but think of ways to
overcome or avoid it. Don't give it time
to become a dominant weakness. If it has
a strength then build on that strength
and the particular aspect of retrieving
that your dog enjoys and does well.
Once your dog returns to you willingly
with the retrieve you can then begin to
develop the steadiness and delivery. You
have been holding the dog with one arm
in front of him making him stay until
sent. If you say 'Fetch it' the moment
you release your arm, the dog will anticipate your command as soon as your
arm moves or loosens. Gradually release
your Brip, saying 'Sit', and making the
dog wait for longer periods of time
before you send him. If your dog will 'sit'
and 'stay', throw dummies and pick
them yourself to emphasise to the dog
that not only do you fetch them now and
agarn, but also that he should not expect
to fetch a dummy every time it is thrown.
Your dog should not be anticipating
what is to happen next, or he will be
acting before you give the command. If
he moves towards any retrieve before
you have sent him, make him sit and stay
while you fetch that dummy, no matter
what the distance.
96

To reinforce the sit and stay and ensure that the dog does not go wrong,
stand in front of hirn with your arm
raised saying 'Sit', and then throw the
dummy behind you. If your dog moves
towards the dummy, you are in a position to block his path and then pick the
dummy yourself. If the dog does not
move you can move to one side, and,
with a clear direction with your arm)
send him for the retrieve. Immediately
the dog's head goes down to pick the
dummy, blow your recall whistle which
will encourage him to pick it quickly
without playing with it and hurry back
to you. \7ith a young dog, encouragement may be necessary all the time, but
don't keep calling and whistling if he is
coming back directly to you at a good
pace.
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If your dog will carry objects don't let him run in,
get down to the dog's level and hold him firmly
round the chest.
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Don't throw the dummy too far.
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Make the dog wait and show him clearly
with your hand the direction you want
him to take.

:

A good clear command, 'Fetch
and direction from hand.

it',

One way of channelling and encouraging
the dog into you is to sit on the floor
with your legs open.
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Again, don't worry about having the
perfect delivery, it is more important
that the dog comes back to you speedily
and wants to give the dummy up to you.
Trying to get him to sit and put his head
up in the perfect pose can create hesitancy

and make him stand off. If the dog manages to dodge around you and fetch the
dummy without being sent, say nothing,
take the dummy, and create a situation
where he cannot get past you - use a
narrow alley-way.'Whatever happens,
never punish the dog if he has a dummy
in his mouth. Once he has got the retrieve he will associate punishment with
carrying that, not the running in. If you
punish a dog that is carrying a retrieve it
can easily create a hard mouth as the dog
grits his teeth in anticipation of punishment each time he returns with a dummy
or game.

Encourage the high head delivery by
catching the dog's attention upwards.

\7atch the way in which your dog
picks up the dummy and returns with it. If
he readily picks the dummy and immediately comes back to you, it is not necessary to blow the recall whistle. In fact,

Encourage your dog to hold the dummy
by rubbing his chest.

watch out for a bad pick-up and sloppy
carrying which can be created if you try
to get a dog to return quicker than his
abilities will allow.
'When
your dog waits until you send
him and returns willingly to you, let him
keep the retrieve in his mouth and encourage him to stand still and lift his
head by rubbing the chest in a circular
motion or scratching under his chin.
\When you take the dummy, take it gently,
rolling it towards you out of the dog's
mouth.
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Getting down low to a little dog can
encourage a willing delivery.
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A rub under the chin can help develop that high
head delivery.
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If your dog holds the dummy firmly
:nd will not release it, place your fingers
of one hand behind the dummy in the
Jog's mouth, and, pressing downwards
on the lips against the teeth, roll the
Jummy out of the mouth with the other
hand, giving the release command
'Dead'. Don't let this releasing of the
Jummy generate into a tug of war.
To develop steadiness, sit the dog and
throw dummies and balls around and
.lcross the front of him to simulate falling birds and bolting rabbits. Leave the
dog sitting and walk around picking up
the dummies and balls yourself. Occasion-

ally leave a dummy on the ground and
send the dog for it. Sometimes leave the
dummy and call your dog up to you,
ivalk away from the dummy for a short

.'l-r.;i-,,rj:*b.,' "..-,
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distance and then send the dog for it.
This will help to develop your dog's
memory as well as steadiness. If he has
not remembered where the dummy is,
help him by taking him back and guiding
him on to the retrieve.
Gradually increase the distance and
the complexity of the seen retrieve. Get

another person to throw the dummy,
after first catching the dog's attention.
You should also get the dog to watch
what is happening and pay attention use the command 'Mark' to tell him to
watch and mark where it has fallen
before sending him.
Remember to walk out and pick up a
dummy yourself occasionally to minimise
the chances of your dog anticipating the
retrieve and running in.

;. d-rlit.,:

Put yourself in a position where you can stop your dog doing wrong.
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Develop steadiness by throwing dummies and balls around your dog,
then picking them yourself.

An extension of throwing a dummY a
short distance and then walking the dog
away from it before sending, is to develop
the unseen retrieve. To do this, use a
path or a track where You can droP a
ir'r-t ty which the dog sees and then
walk on with him. After a short distance
stop, turn the dog around and send him
baCk for the retrieve. When he is doing
this efficiently at a longer distance, drop
the dummy behind you when he is not
looking. \falk only a short distance forward and thett, crouching alongside the
dog and clearly pointing the way ylth
your arm, say 'Get oqt', followed bY
:Fetch it', encouraging him to go back
along the track. If it is onlY ? short
distance the dog will quickly find the
dummy and return. Slowly build up this
102

distance on retrieves where the dog has
not seen the dummy dropPed, and then
move into a wider area where he will
have to take a direction indicated by
your pointing arm to find the dummY.
With patience your dog will learn to
look along your arm and set off in that
direction. All too often, he may veer to
the left or the right, in which case you
have placed the dummy too far back for
that stage in his development. Bring rt.a
little cloier and succeed. Use the line of a
fence or a hedge to send your dog back
along so that he is guided to the dummyI frefer to get the dog developing his
ability to search for hidden dummies at
the same time as his marking and seen

retrieving abiliry. In this way he will
begin to believe you, and if he has seen a

,'lhe Early Days
Jummy thrown but you send him in the
,pposite direction for a hidden one, he
.hould trust your guidance and look for
:he hidden one. This can be a difficult
:xercise to carry out. But if the seen
:etrieve is thrown a good distance away,
lnd you can stop your dog if he tries to
:o in that direction, with the unseen only
-r short distance away, allowing the dog
:o succeed quickly, then once he has the
-onfidence in himself and you, he will
earn what is required with ease.
Bring out .your dog's.natural abilities
rv encouraging him to hunt, but do be
.rnderstanding of the state of the scent,
-rnd if you can see the dummy but your

-
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dog cannot find it, be patient and help.
Let the dog develop his initiative and
drive.

By degrees, increase the amount of
time that your dog waits before being
sent for a retrieve. In the shooting or
competition field a considerable time
may elapse before your dog is sent, and
therefore it is wise to prepare him for
this. Some dogs will develop their memory to such an extent that they can
remember not only one bird but a number of birds that have fallen, even though
they have waited throughout a drive.
You should also develop the dog's
ability to work on multiple retrieves.
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Two dummy retrieve.
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Three dummy retrieve.

Initially, start with two thrown retrieves,
wide apart. Clearly point alongside the
dog to the one that you want before
sending it. \Thistle as soon as the head
goes down for the dummy, and be prepared for the dog possibly going to the
second dummy before running back to
you. So call and encourage the first few
times that you do this exercise. Build up
the number of dummies in a multiple
retrieve exercise. Very rarely will you get
a dog that will remember more than
about six dummies, so do not expect too
much. It is better to get the dog following your arm direction and trusting your
command, rather than remembering.
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With this exercise, fetch one or two of
the dummies yourself. 'When the dog
returns with a dummy don't take it from
his mouth too quickly, and make him
wait before you send him for the next.
The knowledge that there are other dummies waiting to be retrieved, together
with you eagerly taking the dummy and
sending the dog for the next, can quickly
develop bad habits in him. Your dog

could start to drop the dummy or throw
it at you and begin the next retrieve
without being told. So be warned, multiple retrieves are not a race) but another
exercise to develop your dog positively
for the field.

The Early Days

The ideal delivery you should develop
where the dog comes up quickly, sits in
front of you, and then raises his head so
rs
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that you can take the retrieve with one
hand. If you can imagine yourself with a
qun under one arm, you will have only
one hand free with which to take the
retrieve.

To perfect the delivery once your dog
right up to your
legs, say 'Sit' in a gentle tone and push
his backside to the floor. Rub the front
of the dog's chest and under the chin.
When he lifts his head in pleasure take
the dummy gently from him. When the
dog is coming up and sitting willingly, I
rvill often click my fingers, slap my chest
rs bringing the retrieve

or catch his attention by calling his name
to make him lift his head before removing the dummy. Some dogs will put their

head to one side or lower it as though
guarding the dummy. Gently direct the
head to where you want it to be, rub the
chest and praise him before taking the
retrieve. Get the habit implanted.
With some dogs there is a tendency to
lie down. With such cases, lift the dog to
the sitting position and agarn praise. I
have often found that if you crouch

down and lift the head so that it is
resting on your knees, the dog is happy
with this; and then you can progress to a
half crouch, followed by the standing
position. By this time, the dog should be
coming in, and if you have progressed
gradually and firmly with him, he will
press the retrieve into your legs, lifting
his head so that his chin lies up the line
of your legs.
If your dog is the 'run around the
back' type or runs back to you so quickly
that he overshoots where you are waiting, stand with your back to a wall or a
fence and at his approach call him coaxingly up to you. Read your dog though,

A reluctant retriever may be much happier
carrying an item of your clothing. Don't
be in a hurry to take it but let the dog carry
it or hold it to gain confidence.

and if the coaxing method does not work,

try something a bit more firm with the
voice, watching his reaction all the time
and adjusting your approach accordingly.
Always look for the potential problem
and work to avoid it. If there are no
fences and your dog runs around you,
think of ways which may stop him doing
this. Back in amongst nettles, brambles,
any cover which could restrict the running, and guide the dog to you. If you
have taught your dog to heel first, if you
walk away from him and tap your thigh,
saying 'Heel', he may come alongside
and walk along carrying the dummy. A
gentle 'Sit', and you have your dog in a
position where you are in control. I have
known this 'walking alongside you' ploy
work very well where a dog is prone to
dropping the dummy. Let the dog carry
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the dummy alongside you and then as
you walk gently take the dummy from it,
and praise. After a while, you will be
able to walk very slowly - even stop and then take the dummy. It is a gradual
development from then onwards to the
perfect retrieve.

A word of warning: if you give your
dog treats, be careful not to give one
immediately the dog delivers the retrieve.
If you do, it will not be long before he is
dropping the dummy to get the treat
quickly.
As your retrieving training progresses,

vary the terrain in which you carry it
out. Long grass will hide the dummy and
the dog will have to work harder with
his nose. Introduce light bramble and
bracken to encouragehim to enter cover.
Always be on the look-out for areas
which will enlarge the experience of your
dog in new handling situations.

DEVELOPING THE DOG'S

MEMORY

I have already mentioned that you

should encourage your dog to use his
memory by dropping dummies and walking on before sending him for the retrieve,
and also by developing multiple retrieves.
Build on these exercises by increasing the
distances and the complexities. \fhen
out for a walk, drop a dummy and work
up to a situation where you can walk on
for a considerable distance. This will
strengthen your dog's memory and give
him excellent controlled exercise at the
same time, keeping him fit and speeding
up the return, as over a long distance he
will want to be back with you quickly.
Once your dog is going back for retrieves readily, don't iust drop the dummy
on the path but throw it to the side into
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some short cover, and gradually into
longer cover, so that not only does he
have to remember but now has to work
for it as well.
With the multiple retrieve, begin to
send your dog for them in a different
order from the one you are used to
doing. In this way, your dog will be
developing memory and trust in your
directions.
I believe that the memory of the dog
needs to be developed from a very early
age. It is surprising how much they do
remember, like all of us - if they want to!
I have had one or fwo dogs that never
seemed to remember any dropped dummy, no matter how short the distance or
ways used to make sure they noticed
what I had done. Others you think have
forgotten, because of their relaxed manner. but one little command sends them
rocketing back to the dummy.
One little exercise which takes the
memory retrieve a little further and can
build the expectations of the dog so that
he will begin to go back for hidden retrieves, is the 'half unseen' retrieve. To
do this I sit the dog and then walk away
for a distance with the dummy in my
hand. Usually, a keen dog will watch this
action intently. I don't throw the dummy
but place it purposefully on the ground,
then return to my dog which I send from
the place he has been waiting. Next, I
increase the complexity by walking the
dog away from where he has been waiting and send him from a new position.
By carrying out these exercises, you
will find that the dog will begin to go out
for retrieves whether he has seen them
down or not. With those dogs who may
give up hunting if they do not find a
dummy fairly quickly, it is sometimes
wiser to put down two dummies unseen'
not too close together, so that once the
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For multiple or unseen retrieves, make sure that your dog does not go
Lrntil he has noticed your hand direction and has been given
ihe command.

dog finds one dummy he does not come
ecross the second. Putting two dummies
down will increase his chances of finding
something quickly.
I am often asked how to put down
Lrnseen dummies when out with the dog,
because he watches your everv move. If
vour dog is that atientive please don't
complain: he is a gem. One way to avoid
him seeing where you have hidden dummies is to leave him in the car or kennel,,
making sure he cannot see you. Or, as
vou walk along, give the dog a good seen

or memory retrieve, and, while he is running away to fetch this dummy, throw
and hide the second. You will be surprised how quicklv he will learn that you
do this trick and always expect a hidden
dummy to be behind or to be fetched
immediately a seen dummy has been
retrieved. So out-think the rascal: hide a
dummy, remembering where you have
put it and then send your dog for it later.
If you are out for a walk and training,
hide the dummies on your way out and
retrieve them on your return journey.
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Get your dog's attention and give a good clear direction.

Think through all your

exerclses so

that you develop initiative, drive, hunting, memory, enthusiasm and a willingn.ir to please. And, most of all, think
through what you are doing to avoid
problems, particularly your dog'.s anticipation, where he becomes too clever by
half.

INTRODUCTION TO THE
GUN
With most working gundogs, the introduction to gun-fire should present few

problems if done correctly. Some dogs
may be gun nervous, but few are gunshy. Gun or 'bang' nervousness can be
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created in dogs quite easily. I have a

little

black Labrador bitch that I was training
in my own grounds one day. She was
only young and had not been introduced
to gunfire. We were working on the
boundary of my woods when a gun was
fired from the other side of the fence by a
pigeon shooter who I did not know was
there. Not only did this frighten me, and
the words I shouted did not hide this
fact, but also my bitch. From that
moment on, the slightest bang even in
the distance had her tail dropping and a
'spooky' look in her eye. I overcame the
problem by gradual introduction of sharp
noises at times when she was enjoying
herself, but this is only one example of
how a difficult situation can arise.
Introduce your puppy to noises gradually; sharp noises in particular can be
disturbing. I clap my hands when I call
the pup to me, which not only attracts
attention but ends in pleasure as it gets
praise and a fuss from me. You will be
developing your pup's sitting before it
receives dinner, so add to this a handclap. The pup will now be associating
sitting with a clap or sharp noise - you
are preparing it for the sitting to shot. I
have often read that you should bang
bowls and make a lot of noise before you
feed your dog. This may be worked up
to, but if you do it with a young pup you
may very easily frighten it. The other
problem is that on hearing these noises
'off-stage' the pup knows that dinner is
coming and can become very excited,
yipping and barking. This is the last
thing you want your dog to do on hearing gun-fire.
Once your puppy is used to the handgl"p, you can introduce the clap while it
is running around, saying 'Sit' or blowing the 'sit' whistle when you clap your
hands. Go one stage further if your pup

-
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is steady to the thrown dummy; throw a
dummy and 'salute' it with a handclap,

making your pup sit. Very quickly,, because it is thinking of the pleasure of
retrieving a dummy, it should begin to sit
promptly to the handclap and the dummy
flying through the air.
The next stage is to introduce a gunshot. For this I prefer a starting pistol
loaded with short blanks. Ideally, it is
better initially if someone else fires the
gun. Sit your dog alongside you and,
from a distance of about fiftv vards
(forty-five metres), g€t a friend to fiie the
'Watch
gun.
your dog's reaction. If he is
unconcerned, get your friend to move
closer and fire again. Watch your dog's
reaction. If at any time he shows concern, praise and reassure, and stop there
for the day. Gradually get the gun closer
until you are shooting over the dog.
Building up to this position may take a
few days or weeks, but don't rush it. You
can always associate the gun with something pleasurable, which will help overcome any problems. I have mentioned
making noises before food, and firing the
gun before taking the food out to the dog
is one possible method of introduction. I
do find, though, that if you have introduced the handclap as a preliminary to a
thrown dummy and the retrieve, if you
substitute the gun for the handclap, the
pleasure of seeing the dummy and fetching it usually overcomes any nervousness. If I do this when I am by myself, I
put the gun inside the dummy bag which
I always carry, before firing it. The bag
muffles the shot and is therefore not as
startling. I then move on to firing the gun
behind my back before bringing it out in
the open and holding it over my head
prior to firing.
If your dog is h"ppy with the starting
pistol, you can now start on the t2-bore
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Swinging the gun around the dog without firing.
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After introductory work with a starting pistol, a shotgun with blank
adaptor is fired over the dog.
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shotgun. Go back to having a friend fire

rt at a distance and watch reactions,

slowly moving forward until again you
can fire over the dog. There are, however, two fears with a shotgun: first,
rhere is the noise; but secondly there is
rhis object which will be sweeping the
sky and coming up and down over the
dog's head - not only will you have to
rntroduce gun-fire but also the gun. If
vou walk around with a stick, you may
have few problems. If you have used that
stick to give the dog a 'tap' now and
then, you may have a big problem . lf a
dog is nervous of the guD, take him out
rvith you using a walking stick, sit the
dog, take a few steps backwards and
purposefully but slowly move the stick
about in the air. If your dog sits there
quietly watching you, go back and praise
him. If he looks nervous, move further

away, wave your stick and throw a
dummy. Send your dog, and, while he is
going out, put your stick on the ground
behind you so that you can take the
retrieve without worrying him. Again,
gradually move closer until one day you
will be able to wave your stick vigorously
over the dog and no concern will be
shown.

Once your dog shows no concern for
the stick or the gunshot, you can then
put the two together and fire the gun
while it is moving in the air over his
head.

I have known some dogs that are not
nervous about the gun, in fact they are
completely the opposite, and become
verv excited when thev hear or see it. I
usually find that this is because the dog
has been over-exposed to the gun and
the pleasures it provides. Introduction to
the real thing and the power of the gun
at a very young age can bring on an
excitable and noisy dog.
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Even though your dog accepts the gun
and you shooting it, there will be situations when he may experience stress and
concern. During training you may have
only fired one or two shots over your
dog, and then on the first day of the
shooting season you expose the dog to a
'baptism by fire' - and a lot of it. This
may be too much for him. The volume of
noise and the echo from pigeon shooting
in a hide and grouse shooting in a butt,
together with the number of shots fired,
may cause your dog to become very nervous indeed. Be aware of the situation even an experienced dog can become
concerned.
I often hear owners of young dogs say
that they are going to take their pup
along to a shoot or a clay shoot, to let it
hear and see what happens. My advice is
- don't, unless you have gone through
the introduction and development exercises mentioned previously.
Always be aware of your dog's sensitivity to noise, and be understanding and
reassuring. I have an older spaniel who is
a hardened campaigner, but a bang from
a gun or other loud noises near mY
house sends him scurrying under the
table. Around my house are woodlands
and hills which cause strange echoes.
This, I am sure, is the cause of the dog's
disappearing act, because when I am out
on a shoot the reaction to a gunshot is
totally different!

DEVELOPING HUNTING
Hunting is one of the basic natural instincts of a dog. In the working gundog
this instinct has been maintained, even
enhanced, through selective breeding and

training. It is an important feature of gundog work, in my mind the most important.
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